About Richard Caldwell Architect
and Fifth Dimensional Architecture
For over five decades, in his architectural design and consultation practice, Richard
Caldwell has established a comprehensive, sustainable approach to the design of the built
environment as it is situated in and relates to the natural world.
The dynamic harmonics and proportions evident throughout nature are integral aspects in
the thinking and development of Caldwell’s work.
He carefully researches the “big picture” in his assessment of what works for the client and
Nature for the present and into the future.
Caldwell skillfully works with clients and team members as a traditional, green, and
BioGeometry trained Master Architect and Living Design Consultant bringing the specific
language of shape to designs that balance the energy fields of life in humans, animals,
and plants. This measurable, testable and repeatable design language is based on ancient
temple sciences and the geometry of nature that supports life.
Initial subtle energy testing was developed by Chaumery and de Belizal, two French
scientists who studied subtle energy in France prior to World War Two. Their work is
known as Scientific Radiesthesia and was further developed by Dr. Ibrahim Karim in his
work which he termed BioGeometry.
When these principles of Sacred Geometry and BioGeometry are applied to any design
they produce a harmony that is felt as a “spirituality of space”. Sacred Geometry literally
means the “Sacred Measure of the Earth”. Chaumery and de Balizal discovered the
manifest spectrum of 12 different energies, each of which has specific vibrational qualities.
This discovery is of fundamental importance and is thought to be one of the great
breakthroughs of modern times, in terms of regaining the deep knowledge of the sacred
sciences.
As a result of this study Caldwell intuitively brings focus and precision not just to the
form but the forming process. The main criteria in the forming process is based on the
important role of location, modular axis, material, proportion and shape as it relates to the
quality of energy present in the biofield.
Caldwell is not only passionate about good design but is also committed to sharing what
he has learned with other colleagues and professionals to assist bringing life energy fields
to restore efficiency to the human immune system and to participate in turning the tide on
global life extinction.
In conclusion, this quote from Dr. Ibrahim Karim sums up why applying this science of
qualitative scales to measure, and evaluate the effect of energy fields is important in all
areas of our life.

“The validity of any science will be based on the solutions it
provides to the major problems facing our modern civilization,
otherwise it will only play a secondary role. Humanity is facing the
danger of global life extinction. Besides the environmental issues
that we are aware of, it is the age of information that brings the
greater danger caused by the saturation of the Earth’s atmosphere
with electromagnetic waves that can cause a collapse of the
immune system in all life species.”

